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AKIO K O D A M A * )
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Introduction. In. [3], Kaup, Matsushima and Ochiai defined the notion
of "generalized Siegel domain with exponent c", which is a natural generali-
zation of the notion of Siegel domain of the first or second kind.
In this paper we consider exclusively a generalized Siegel domain 3 in
CxCm with exponent 1/2. Let Aut (3) denote the group of all holomorphic
transformations of 3. It is well-known that the group Aut (3)) has the struc-
ture of real Lie group and the Lie algebra g of Aut (3) is canonically identified
with the real Lie algebra Q(3) consisting of all complete holomorphic vector
fields on 3. Furthermore it is known that the Lie algebra Q(3) has the
following graded structure [3]:
Q(3) = 9-i+9-i/2+0o+9i/2+gi >
[g
λ
, g j c g
λ + μ , and dim^ g_1/2 = 2k
for some k, O^k^m.
In section 2 we shall prove the following Theorem.
Theorem 1. Let 3 be a generalized Siegel domain in CxCm with exponent
1/2 and dimR Q_1/2=2k, O^k^m. Let AutQ (3) denote the identity component
of Aut {3). Then there exists a generalized Siegel domain 3 in CxCm with
exponent 1/2 which is holomorphίcally equivalent to 3 and such that, by choosing
a suitable coordinates system (z,wly ~,wm) in CxCm,
( 1 ) the orbit 30 of Aut0 (3) containing the point {\/^Λ> 0, •••, 0)(=3 is
the elementary Siegel domain
and
( 2 ) if we put
^ I , 0, ..-, 0,
then 3)>fZi is a circular domain in Cm~k containing the origin 0 of Cm~k. Moreover
the domain 3 can be expressed by 3)0 and iZV^ϊ as follows:
*
5
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As a corollary of Theorem 1, we shall show that if the Lie algebra Q(3)) is
semi-simple, then 3) is a Siegel domain of the second kind which is holomor-
phically equivalent to the elementary Siegel domain in CxCm.
In section 3 we shall consider the group Aut (3)) of all holomorphic trans-
formations of a generalized Siegel domain 3) in CxCm with exponent 1/2 and
dim
Λ
 Q_1/2=2k. By Theorem 1 we can regard 3) as a holomorphic fibre space
over the elementary Siegel domain 3)0 with the projection π: 3)-*3)0 given by
π(z, w
ιy •••, «;m)=(ar, s^, « ,«;Λ, 0, •••,0) and the fibre ^ ( ( A / — 1, 0, •••, 0)) is the
circular domain 3)^/~[. In Theorem 2 we shall prove that Aut
o
(3)) is the direct
product of Aut0 (3)0) and the identity component of the isotropy subgroup of
Aut0 {3)y/z^j at the origin 0 of 3)^/~[.
The author would like to express his thanks to Professor S. Murakami and
Doctor Y. Sakane for their valuable advices.
1. Preliminaries
Throughout this paper we use the following notations. Let R (resp. C)
denote the field of real numbers (resp. complex numbers) as usual. Let *A
(resp. 1/, 05>ί) denote the transpose of a matrix A (resp. the unit matrix of degree
/, sxt zero matrix) and A'1 the inverse matrix of A if A is non-singular.
In this section we recall the definitions and the known results on generalized
Siegel domains. We fix a coordinates system (z19 •• 9zn,wl9 •••, wm) in CnXCm
once and for all.
A domain 3) in Cn X Cm is called a generalized Siegel domain with exponent c
if the following conditions are satisfied:
( 1 ) 3) is holomorphically equivalent to a bounded domain in Cn+m and 3)
contains a point of the form (z, 0) where z^Cn and 0 denotes the origin of Cm.
( 2 ) 3) is invariant by the transformations of Cn+m of the following types:
( a ) (#, w) ι-> (z+a, w) for all β ε B " ;
( b) (s, w) H-+ (#, eV^'to) for all ί G Λ;
( c ) (#,«>) H* (β^, ectw) for all ί G β ,
where c is a fixed real number depending only on 3). We call c the exponent of
We denote by Ω an open convex cone in Rn not containing any full straight
line. For a given convex cone Ω in Rn, a mapping JF: C™ X Cm-^Cn is called an
Ω-hermitian form if
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( 1 ) F is complex linear with respect to the first variable
( 2 ) F(u, v)=F{v,u)for any u, v<=Cm;
( 3 ) % M ) E Π for any u^Cm and F(u, u)=0 only if u=0, where Π
denotes the closure of Ω in Rn.
For a given convex cone Ω in Rn and an Ω-hermitian form F: CmxCm-+Cn,
the domain
g)(μ, F) = {(0, α>)GΞCMX Cm I Im. s—JF(W, w))GΩ}
in Cn X C™ is called the Siegel domain of the second kind associated with Ω and F.
If m=0y the domain 3)(Ω, .F) reduces to the domain
which we call the Siegel domain of the first kind associated with Ω. It is easy to
see that if we put c=\j2 then the domain 3)(Ω> F) satisfies the condition (2) of
the definition of generalized Siegel domain. Moreover it is known that
3)(Ωy F) is holomorphically equivalent to a bounded domain in Cn+m [7],
Obviously every point of the form {\J—\a, 0), flEΩ, is contained in 3(Ω, F)
and hence the domain 3)(Ω, F) is a generalized Siegel domain with exponent
1/2. From this fact, the notion of generalized Siegel domain may be considered
as a generalization of the notion of Siegel domain of the second kind. In the
following we regard 3)(Ω) as the special case of the second kind and by a Siegel
domain we mean a Siegel domain of the first or second kind.
Let 3) be a generalized Siegel domain in Cn X Cm with exponent c. Since
3) is holomorphically equivalent to a bounded domain in Cw+m, by a well-known
theorem of H. Cart an the group Aut(3)) has the structure of real Lie group and
the Lie algebra of Aut (3)) is identified with the Lie algebra Q(3)) consisting of
all complete holomorphic vector fields on 3) [2],
From the definition, the following holomorphic vector fields on 3) is con-
tained in Q(3)):
( a ) —- for k= 1,2, —,w
dzk
tn fl
(b) 8/ =
 > /-lΣ«ι ( l —
By Kaup, Matsushima and Ochiai [3], every vector field X^Q(3)) is a
polynomial vector field, and so we can express X in the follwoing form:
* = Σ( Σ n.)/-+Σ( Σ £
V 0 Q
Σ
0
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where Pίμ and Q*μ, are homogeneous polynomials of degrees v in #,(1 ^ l^n) and
μ in Wβ (l^β^m). If 3) is a generalized Siegel domain with exponent e=l/2,
we have the following theorem on the Lie algebra Q(3>).
Theorem A (Kaup, Matsushima and Ochiai [3]).
Let 3) be a generalized Siegel domain in CnXCm with exponent 1/2. Then
we have
= 9-1+9-1/2+90+81/2+81 >
[9λ, fcj cg
Λ + μ, where g λ = {X^Q(3) | [9, X] - \X\ .
More precisely we can describe each subspace g
λ
 as follows:
( 2 ) Let i be the radical of Q(<D). Then
x = r ^ + r ^ ^ + t o , where t
λ
- m g
λ
.
( 3 ) (i) dim* g_! = rc, dim
Λ
 g_1/2^2τn ,
(ii) dim/2 g1/2 = dimΛ g_l/2—dimβ r_1/2,
dim
Λ
 9J = n—dim
Λ
 t_ 2 .
( 4 ) Let α=g_1+β_1 / 2+0o T e^if α z'ί ίA^  subalgebra of Q(£D) corresponding
to the subgroup Aff {$)) of Aut (Sf) consisting of all complex affine transformations
of Cn+m leaving invariant the domain 3).
( 5 ) g-i+g
o
+9i is the subalgebra corresponding to the subgroup
\g leaves invariant the complex submanifold 3)\a3}, where S)γ= {
=0} is equivalent to a Siegel domain of the first kind in Cn.
By Theorem A, we can write X G g . ^ in the form
k OWa
where P$
Λ
(X) denotes a homogeneous polynomial of degree one in wj\ ^a^
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depending on X and c*(X) is a constant depending on X. Then by a simple
computation, we get
Hence the endomorphism <z</9' defines a complex structure on g_!/2. From this
fact and (3) of Theorem A, we obtain the following corollary:
Corollary. dimR Q-1/2=2k for some k, O^kt^m.
Since the group Aff (Cn+m) of all complex affine transformations of Cn+m
is represented as a semi-direct product GL(n-\-m,C) Cn+m, we can write each
element g^AS(Cn+m) in the form g={Ay a), where A<=GL(n+msC) and
flGC"f>M. Obviously the mapping which carries g=(A, a) to the matrix ( n ? )
G G L ( n + m + l , C ) is a faithful representation of Aff(Cw+m). Since Aff(.2)) is
a colsed subgroup of Aff(Cn+m), we can identify Aff(i2)) with the closed sub-
group of GL(n-\-m-^-ί, C), and so the Lie algebra α is identified with the sub-
algebra of Qί(n-\-m-\-ί, C).
Let M be a hyperbolic manifold in the sense of Kobayashi [4]. It is known
that the group Aut(M) of all holomorphic transformations of M is a Lie group
and its isotropy subgroup Kp at a pointy of M is compact [4]. We may identify
the Lie algebra of Aut(M) with the Lie algebra g(M) consisting of all complete
holomorphic vector fields on M. A hyperbolic manifold M is called a hyper-
bolic circular domain in Cd if the following conditions are satisfied:
( 1) M is a domain in Cd
( 2) M is circular, that is, M is invariant by the following global one-
parameter subgroup of transformations:
lt: (wlf —, wd) H-> (eV^zVi, ••-, eV^Wj), t^R
where (wly •••, wd) denotes a coordinates system in Cd. Let M be a hyperbolic
circular domain in Crf containing the origin 0 of Cd. Since the one-parameter
d
subgroup {lt\t^R} induces an element 3=γ/ — 1 ^wa of $(M), we can
show that every vector field XE:Q(M) is expressed in the form
where P% is a homogeneous polynomial of degree v in w
β
 (l^β^d), by the
same way as in [3]. More precisely we can show the following Theorem B (cf.
[8]):
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Theorem B. Let M be a hyperbolic circular domain in Cd containing the
d Q
origin 0 of Cd. For the vector field 3 = \ / — - 1 Σ W * e 9 ( ^ ) > w e define an
endomorphism J of Q(M) by J(X)= [3, X] for Xeg(M). Let ΐ(M) denote the Lie
subalgebra of Q(M) corresponding to the isotropy subgroup K of Aut(M) at the origin
Then we have
( 1 )
which is equal to the kernel of J; and
( 2 ) if we put P(M)={X(ΞQ(M)\JXX)=-X},
then Q(M)=l(M)+p(M) (direct sum).
Proof. The same way as in Lemma 3.1 of [3].
2. The case of a generalized Siegel domain in Cx Cm with exponent
1/2.
In the following part of the paper, we consider exclusively the generalized
Siegel domain S) in CxCm with c—\j2 and dirnR g_1/2=2/2 for some k, O^k^m.
We may assume without loss of generality (by change of linear coordinates
if necessary) that (\/~^Λ, 0)<Ξ.2λ
Lemma 1. If(z, w)^S)y then Im.#>0.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a point (zOy wo)^£D such that Im.^ 0 ^0.
Since 3) is a domain in CxCm and (\/— 1, 0 ) G 5 ) , there exists a continuous
path φ: [0, 1]->W such that φ(0)=(s0, w0) and φ ( l ) = ( v / ^ ϊ , 0). Put φ(t)=
(z(t), w(t)) for £<Ξ[0, 1]. Then there exists a point t
o
^[O9 1] such that Im.z(t0)
= 0 by our assumption. Obviously this shows that the point (0, w(t0)) belongs
to S). Hence we see that 2) contains a point of the form (0, w
x
), w
λ
Φθy since 3)
is open. Then, by definition, 3) also contains the set {(0, e1/2teV^θW^ \ty Θ^R},
which is naturally identified with C— {0}. Thus there exists an injective holo-
morphic mapping Ψ: C— {0} -»a bounded subset of Cw + 1, because W is equivalent
to a bounded domain in Cm+1. Let ψ(^)=(/1(^), ~-,fm+ι(z)). Then each f{ is
a bounded holomorphic function defined on C— {0}. Hence, by the Riemann's
extension theorem, f extends to a bounded holomorphic function on C and so
it is constant. In particular ψis a constant mapping. Obviously this is a con-
tradiction, q.e.d.
In order to prove Theorem 1 we shall consider first the case where dim
β
g_1/2—2&>0, i.e., k^l, in the following.
By Theorem A, we can write each vector field ZGg_ 1 / 2as follows:
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where b
a
(X) and cβ(X) are complex numbers depending on X. We define a
linear mapping C: g_1/2->C
w
 by C(X)=(c\X), ••, cm(X)). Then we have
(2.1) C: Q-i/2-+Cm is injective.
In fact, if C(X)=0, then it follows from (1.1) that y/^ΛX^Q(3)). By a theorem
of E. Cartan [1], we have that Q(3)) (λ^/^Λ g(.S)=0 and hence X=0.
Since dim
Λ
 Q_1/2=2k by our assumption, the image V= {C(X)|Xeg_1/2}
of C is a complex Λ-dimensional vector subspace of Cw by (1.1) and (2.1). Fix
a non-singular linear mapping X1: Cm-*Cm such that
= {(d
u
 -,dt,0, -
Lemma 2. There exists a non-singular linear mapping X2\ CxCm-^CxCm
of the form 2=z9 tOa=^ AΛβzvβ (l^atίm) such that
0%
 β
where X\ denotes the differential of X2.
Proof. Let C: Q-i/2-^Cm and X1: Cm->Cm be the same mappings as before.
Then, for
*=i as β=i ow
β
we have X\C(X))={d\X), ••., d\X), 0, - , 0) for some
Let {\®Xι){z,w)={z,X\w)). If we put X2=\®X\ then X2 satisfies our
claim. q.e.d.
Let 3) be the image of 3) under the mapping X2 given in Lemma 2. Then
it is easy to see that 3) is also a generalized Siegel domain in CxCm with exponent
1/2 and the Lie algebra g(^) coincides with XM3)). Put 9 = 2 — + — Σ ^o,-^-
82 2 β=i dw^
Then X£d=d. Thus it follows from Theorem A that X* g
λ
=g
λ
, where
9, X]=\X}. In particular we have
8-IΛ = f(Σ M>J J
I *=i 9<ε
by Lemma 2, where each a
Λ
 is uniquely determmined by d=(dβ). Hence we
may assume that
= ί(Σ«Λ)|- d =
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to prove Theorem 1, considering 3) instead of 3) if necessary. Then by using
(1.1) and (2.1), we can show that each vector field ZEg_ 1 / 2 is of the following
form:
9 k 9
dz β=i dzVβ
where cβ(X) is a complex number depending on X and a
Λ
β is a complex number
depending only on g_1/2 and hence 3) (cf.Vey [9], Lemme 5.1). Thus we get
(2.2) g_1/2 = j (Σ Σ α
Lemma 3. The matrix
Proof. Let X=( "
Then, by (1.1) we get
k in (2.2) is non-singular skew-hermίtίan.
9 , χri «/ χr\ 9 ^_
— v — i 2 _ I C P ( Λ ) - — .
Put y=[3 ' , X]. By a direct calculation we get
[X, Y] = 2s/^\ (±a
k
Since [X> Y] £Ξg_i, we see that the number Σ aaβc<Λ{
k
 Λ
' β
= 1
by (1) of Theorem A. Hence Σ 0
since the set {C(X)=(cβ(X))\X(Ξ
space of Cw, we get #
Λ
β+tfβoj=0 for l ^ α , β^k.
We need some preparations to prove that (a^)^^^^ is non-singular. We
identify the Lie algebra α^g.i+g-^-fgo with the subalgebra of gϊ(m+2, C) as
in §1. Thus we can represent the vector field l e g . ^ by the following matrix:
is pure imaginary
= 0 . On the other hand,
is a complex Λ-dimensional vector sub-
0
0
0
\
: b
β = i
o , •
k
v y a/ γ"\
> ' ' mβ K.'^^Jy
, o
0
\-^ * )
c*(X)
0
0
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Therefore the global one-parameter subgroup exptX generated by X is given by
Thus the action of exptX on 2) is given by
\Wβ\->W
(2.3)
Now we can prove that (Λ
α
β)i£
Λ
,β£* is non-singular. Since (tf
skew-hermitian, it is enough to show that
is
(2.4) Σ#α>βΛβΦθ for any nonzero vector c=(c*)εC*.
Suppose that there exists a nonzero vector cQ=(co, * ,4) such that
= 0 . Then the vector field
c0 = (Σ Σ β.(ί!
Λ =
 i β = i OZOβ
belonging to g_1/2 generates the global one-parameter subgroup exptXCo which
acts on 3) by
= l β = l
, 1 ^  a ^ Λ
Thus exρtXC0 (\/--l> 0)==(\/ — 1, tcly •••, ί^ S, 0, •••, 0). Hence ώ) must contain
the set {(\/--ϊ> e^Hcl, •••, e^~lθtcy 0, •••, 0) | /, (9 e / ? } , which is identified with
the complex plane C since £
o
Φθ by our assumption. But this is a contradiction,
because 3) is holomorphically equivalent to a bounded domain in Cm+1. q.e.d.
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Lemma 4. There exists a non-singular linear mapping X3: CxCm->CxCm
of the form
(*) 2=z, wJ«=Σ B
Λβ
w
β
(ί ^a^m)y such that
= {( Σ d^ c =
where (d
Λ
is a non-singular skew-hermitίan matrix.
Proof. Let X3: CxCm-^CxCm be a non-singular linear mapping defined
by (*). Then, by a simple caluclation, we have X%— = — and J?J =
dz d2 dw
a
l
βΰύ
-^(l^a^m). Put B=(B^)^
a
^
m
. Let E={E
a
β)=B~\ Take a
vector field
m k
belonging to g_i/2. Then we have
^ = J Σ ( Σ Σ
Λ = l β = l
k
Now we have to find out the matrix B which satisfies the following conditions:
(2.5) - " -
(2.6)
Since
following
(2.5)'
= 0 for all λ,
c?(X)B
λβ
 = 0 for all λ,
}=Cky the conditions are equivalent to the
(2.6)'
Put A1=(aiJ)1^itj^ky A2=(ast)k+1gszMιl£t£k, E1=(Eij)1^i^ktk+lSj^m and E2=
(E
st)k+l<Stt%m. Then, (2.5)' can be written as tA1E1+tA2E2=0kttn.k, Since the
matrix A
x
 is non-singular by Lemma 3, we have
(2.5)"
x
= -
tAτ1 iA2 E2.
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Now we define a mapping X3: CxCm->CxCm by
X3:
' 2
1
UJ
=
' 1
0
v 0
0
1*
0
0
-Άτ
uA2
1 . - * -
- 1
•
' z y
Wl
to ,
Then J ? satisfies the conditions (2.5)" and (2.6)' and hence we have proved
Lemma 4. q.e.d.
Now by Lemma 4, we may assume to prove Theorem 1 that
(2.7) g_1/2 = U± daβ7?wa)^-+± ^ A (^)ec4 .
exists a non-singular linear mapping X*: CxCm-^CxCmLemma 5.
of the form
= zy wΛ = ^tf^ί&) and w
β
 = w
β
such that
where each d
a
 is a nonzero purely imaginary number depending only on <D.
Proof. By Lemma 4, the matrix D=(d<Λβ)1^oι,rβ^k in (2.7) is non-singular
and skew-hermitian. Hence D can be diagonalized by a suitable unitary matrix
U=(u
Λβ
)^
Λtβ^k. Put ZJ-i-D- U=di2ig. (dly ~,dk), where diag. (d19 — ,JΛ) denotes
the diagonal matrix whose (I, /)-component is dj. Then, since D is non-singular
and skew-hermitian, each dt is a nonzero purely imaginary number. Now define
k
a non-singular linear mapping X4: CxCm->CxCm by 2=z, ^
Λ
— Σ
u
λ *
w
χ
(ί^a^k) and w
β
=w
β
Then it is easy to see that the mapping X* satisfies our conditions, q.e.d.
Proof of Theorem 1: Suppose first dim^ g_1/2=2Λ>0. By Lemma 5 we
may assume that
Note that each d
a
 is a nonzero purely imaginary number. For the sake of
simplicity, we denote (wl9 •••, zck) and (wk+1, •••, wm) by «?' and w"y respectively.
For a^R (resp. /G/2)we denote by T
α
 (resp. Ψ,) the holomorphic transforma-
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tion (z, w)\-*(z-\-ay w) (resp. (z, w)y-^{etzy e1/2tw)) of Cm+1. Now we define a
mapping Φ: CkxCk->C by
Φ(M, V) = * Σ rf/? for iι - (u«)y v = (v«)(ΞCk.
2v—1 α = 1
Then each vector field belonging to g_1/2 is expressed in the from 2\/—\Φ(w'y c)
8 * d
h Σ ^Λ Since this vector field is determined completely by ί = ( Λ G C * ,
dz *=i 8w
Λ
we write it by X
e
. By (2.3) the vector field X
c
 generates the global one-parameter
subgroup exptX
c
:
(*, < a/7) H-> (ar+2v/-lΦ« tc)+y/-\Φ(te, tc), w'+tc, w").
Now we claim that
(2.8) Φ(c, c)^0 for all c<EΞCk.
Suppose that there exists a nonzero vector c
o
^Ck such that Φ(£
o
> £o)<O Then,
for a point (z0, 0)eiϊ>, we have
exptX
eo
 (z
o
, 0) = (z
o
+\/ — lΦ(tc
o
, tc0), tc09 0)
for any t^R. Thus, by Lemma 1, Im.z0+Φ(tc09-tc0)>0 for any t^R. This
is impossible since Φ(£
o
> ^o)<O. Therefore we get (2.8). In particular, we see
that each number \
a
:=dJ2\/ — 1 (1 ^ a^k) is positive. Now we define a linear
mapping Xs: CxCM->CxCm by 2=z, w
ci=^'\<ύwcl) (l^a^k) and wβ=wβ (k+
l<^β<*m). Then it is easy to see that
Hence, by considering the image £)=X\W) if necessary, we may assume that
9-1/2 = |Λ/-J
 a i
Define a mapping F: CkxCk->C by
F(uy v) = Σ ^Λ^Λ for any u = (wΛ), v = (^Λ
Then the domain
is an elementary Siegel domain. Now we put
k\W-\, 0, w")
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We shall show that 3)y/z^ is connected. Take two points P
o
=(\/ — 1, 0, w0")
and P 1 =(v / — 1, 0, w") of 3). Then there exists a continuous path Γ: [0, 1]
-+S) such that T(0)=P0 and Γ(l)=P l β For any *<Ξ[0, 1], we put T(ΐ)=(z(t)y
w\t)y w"(t)), where z(t)€ΞCy w\t)<ΞCk and w"(ϊ)SΞCm-k. Since
we see that Im.#(*)—F(w'(t)y w'(t))>0 for any f e[0, 1] by Lemma 1. Thus we
can define a continous function l(t) on [0,1] by l(t)=log(lm.z(t)—F(w'(t)y tv'(t))).
Then it is obvious that /(0)=/(l)=0 and e1^=lm.z(t)—F(w\t)y w'(t)) for any
fe[0, 1]. Thus the point
W^Λy 0, r ^ V ( i ) ) - (β-^V^.vΛ^Ί, 0,
belongs to .2) by the definition of S). Put g(ΐ)=e-ιlm)w"(t).
for nay ίe[0, 1], ^ (0)=w0// and ^ l ^ w / 7 . Thus 5)v~i i s connected. It is
obvious that S)\j—\ is a circular domain in Cm~k containing the origin 0 by the
definition of the generalized Siegel domain. Let {z,wf,w") be a point of 2).
Then there exists a real number t0 such that e^—Im.z—F(w'y w'), because
,.(zyw\w")={^^(lm.z-F(w\w'))y 0,w") belongs to S) and
hence Im.z—F(w',w')>0 by Lemma 1. Thus we have ψ_
ίo
 Γ_
Λβ
.J8 exp-X'_w/
(^,<w//)=(\/:rϊ,O,β-/oΛκ,//). Hence ( I m . ^ - F « wOJ'^ ^ ' ^ ^ v ^ i a n d
so 5) is contained in the set
{(*, < w")GCxCm\Im.z—F(zv', w')>0, (Im.z—F(w/, w')yι/2.wh'G^-I}
Conversely, take a point (zyw',w")^CxCm such that I m . # — F ^ , zc')>0 and
( I m . ^ — F ^ , zί;7))"172-^7^i2V~i Then, by the same way as above, we can
show that there exists a real number t0 such that e^—lva.z—F{wfy w') and
TRe.2 expXw,.ψt0.(V~h 0, *" W ) = (jar, «/, ^ ) .
This shows that (#, w'y « / ; ) G 5 ) , since ( x / ^ , 0, Γ ' O V J G ^ ) by the definition
of 5V=ϊ Therefore
\ lm.z-F(w'y w')>0 ,
Now we shall show that the orbit 3)Q of Auto(5)) containing the point
(\/ —l,0)e£) coincides with the elementary Siegel domain <?. Let (zy w'y 0)
Since Im.#—ί 1^ 7, ^ / )>0, there exists a real number J
o
 such that e^=
Im.z—F(w'yw'). Then it is easy to see that TΛβ.1 expJfw/ Ψ/o (V'--X 0)=
(ar, «/, 0), and so ί c A u t o C ^ ) ) . ^ 1 ^ , 0)=4)0. We claim that ^)0c:<5. Let G
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be the identity component Aut
o
(iZ)) of Aut (3))> K the isotropy subgroup of G
at ( V 1 1 ! , 0) and G
a
 the identity component of A!ί(3)). Put K
a
=G
a
f]K. Then
we can show that G/K=GJK
a
 by the same way as Lemma 2.3. of Nakajima [5].
Therefore it is enough to see that G
a
-{yJ^Λy 0 ) c £ . Let P{3)) (resp. GL0(3)))
be the analytic subgroup of G
a
 generated by the subalgebra g-i+g_i/2 (resp. g0.)
Then we have G
a
=P(3))-GL0(3)) (semi-direct product), because P(3)) GL0(3>)
is an abstract subgroup of G
a
 and contains an open neighborhood of the identity
element of G
a
. Since GL0(3))'(^/^Ay 0)c£) 1 by (5), of Theorem A and ob-
viously P(3))-<Sdβy we get Ga-(^^Λy 0)c£>. Therefor G-(V~^i, 0)=Ga
(\/ — 1, 0)=<5. This completes the first case where &>0.
It remains the case where diniβ g-i/2=0, i.e., k=0. But in this case Theorem
1 is now obvious from the proof of the case where &>0. q.e.d.
Corollaries of Theorem 1: As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 we
obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Let 3) be a generalized Siegel domain in CxCm with exponent
1/2 and dimR Q_1/2=2m. Then 3) is a Siegel domain which is holomorphically
equivalent to the elementary Siegel domain
6= {(z,τo
u 9wJeCxC"\Im.z-Yl\tDa\
2>0}
Corollary 2. There exists no generalized Siegel domain in CxCm with ex-
ponent 1/2 such that dim
Λ
 Q_1/2—2m—2.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a generalized Siegel domain 3) in CxCm
with exponent 1/2 and dim^ Q_1/2=2m—2. Then, by Theorem 1 there exists
a generalized Siegel domain 3) with exponent 1/2 which is holomorphically
equivalent to 3) and is expressed in the following form with respect to a suitable
coordinates system (z> w19 •••, wm) in CxCm:
3) = {(z,wly -~,z
where 3)yy—
x
 is a circular domain in C containing the origin of C Since
is given by 3)^/zr1={wm^C\ \wm\ <R} for some positive number i?,
Thus 3) is a Siegel domain of the second kind in CxCm. Then we see that
dim
Λ
 g_1/2=2m in the decomposition of Q(3)) as in Theorem A. But this is a
contradiction since dim
Λ
 g^/^dim^ Q.l/2—2m—2 by our assumption. q.e.d.
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Corollary 3. Let 3) and <3)0 be the same domains as in Theorem 1 and Π :
g(iZ))->g(iZ)o) the homomorphism induced by the Lie group homomorphism of Aut
o
{3))
to AutQ(<I)0) defined by g^g\9)^ where g\S)Q denotes the restriction of g to iZ)0.
Then Π is surjectίve.
Proof. Note that β0 is the Aut0(^)-orbit. Let (#, w19 •••, wm) be the
coordinates system in CxCm as in Theorem 1. Let g(^)=g-i+g-i/2+9o+8i/2
+0i (resp. g(^o)=g-i + g-i/2+gS+g?/2+gί) be the decomposition of Q(<D) (rεsp.
g(^0)) as in Theorem A. Since <3)0 is an elementary Sigel domain,
simple. In particular, we have
(2 g) Q°o = [fl-f/2, flf/2] + [gli, flί] and
flί/2 = [β-ί/2, 0ί]
Pvitd0 = z— + —i£to
Λ
—. Then it is obvious that Π(9)=9β Hence the
dz 2 *=i dw
a
homomorphism Π preserves the gradition, i.e., II(gx)c=g\- Now we shall show
that Π is injective on 0-i+0-i/2+0i/2+0i. Since 0-i+0_1/2=0ii+0-ί/2, it is
sufficient to show that Π is injective on 0!/2+0i. Let ^ ^ 0 1 such that
=0.
tity on g_i, we have —, —, XΛ = 0 . On the other hand, it is known that the
L3# Ldz JJ
endomorphism ( ^ ( ^ - ) ) : fli—>fl-i is injective (cf. [9]). Thus we get X1=0.
Therefore Π is injective on g
x
. Analogously we can show that Π is injective
on 0!/2 by using the injectiveity of adl — ): glΛ—>g_1/2. Note that the subalgebra
\3-2V
β-i+9o+gi corresponds to the subgroup leaving the upper half plane <3)ι=
{(#, 0)^CxCmI Im.#>0} invariant. Now we claim that each element of Aut0
(S>ι) can be extended to an element of Aut
o
(iD). We identify Aut^i^) with
SL(2y Λ)/{±12}. Since each element Ύ=(^ ^ e S L ( 2 , R) acts on S)x by a
holomorphic transformation l
Ί
\ z\-^>(az-\-b) {cz-\-d)~ι, we can define a mapping
li\ 2){XCm-*S){xCm by ϊy(z, w)=(ly(z)y {cz+dyιw). Since 1^=1^-^ for any
Yj, γ 2eSL(2, R)y ly induces a holomorphic transformation of S) if
(2.10) ΐy(£))cz£).
k
Put to'=(w19 ~,wk), to"=(wk+1, "'ywm) and \W\\=(Σl\w«\2y/2 for any w=
Λ = l
( « „ - , n»)eC . Then
(2.11) Im. l^-Wicz+dyWW2 = \cz+d\-2(Im.z-\\w'\\2)>0
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for any (#, w\ . Since
where θ(zy
have
)^=—zrg.(cz+d), and
-1, we
(2.12) (lm.ly(z)-\\(i
By (2) of Theorem 1, (2.11) and (2.12) imply (2.10). Hence we get g
x
φ0 and
hence Π(gi)Φθ. We now prove that Π is surjective. Since d im^gί^ l and
Π(gi)Φ0, we get Π(giHgί. Therefore it follows that βί/2=[β-ί/2,9?]=
Π([g-i/2, gi])(=Π(gi/2), and so Π(βi/2)=βϊ/2. Then gg=[g_?/2, g?/2] + [g_i, β?]=
Π([g-i/2, 9i/2] + [9-i, βJ)cΠ(βo), and so Π(βo)=βo. Therefore Π is surjective.
q.e.d.
Corollary 4. Let 3) be a generalized Siegel domain in CxCm with exponent
1/2. If the Lie algebra Q{3)) is semi-simple, then 3) is a Siegel domain which is
holomorphίcally equivalent to the elementary Siegel domain
6= {(*,«„ .. ,w.)e=CxC*|Im.*-:2|H'J2>0} .
06=1
Proof. We claim that dim
Λ
 g_1/2=2tfί, i.e., k=m. Then our assertion is
obvious by Corollary 1. We may assume <D=3) in Theorem 1 without loss of
generality. Suppose that &§m. We consider first the case where &>0. Let
Π g(^)- > (^ 0 ) D e the homomorphism defined in Corollary 3. Then Π is
surjective by Corollary 3. Put §2=Ker Π Then §2 is a semi-simple ideal of
the semi-simple Lie algebra g(iD). Thus there exists a semi-simple ideal δ
x
such that g(^)=^i+^2 (direct sum). Since %
λ
 is isomorphic to g(^0)> i^ is
simple. Since Π is injective on g-i+g-i/2+βi/2+βi by the proof of Corollary 3,
§2 is contained in g0. Let B denote the Killing form of g(^). Put §1=
{X<^QO\B(X, $2)=0}. Noting that the ideal δx is a graded Lie subalgebra, it
is easy to see that g
o
=9J+^2, ^i=8-i+g-i/2+gJ+ai/2+9i and gi=[g_1/2, g1/2].
3Since §2=KerΠ^go> every vector field Z G § 2 is given by X= Σ QtΛ in
Theorem A. Thus it can be expressed by the matrix
0 0 0
(2.13) 0
0
c
D
Now we claim that C=0kt1H-k in (2.13). Let Sλ (resp. S2) be the analytic sub-
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group of Aut
o
(.2)) corresponding to §
x
 (resp. §2). Obviously
( 2 1 4 ) grg2 = g2-gi fo
Let X
c
(c^Ck) be the vector field belonging to g_j/2 defined in the proof of
Theorem 1. Put ^ ^ e x p X
c
 and
/ 1
0
k 0
0
1*
0
0 N
A
E ,
g2 = exp X =
It is easy to see that if A=0km^k, then C=0. By a routine calculation, we get
ΛF(c, c), w'+Aw"+c, Ew")
and
:, c), w'+c+Aw", Ew")
for any (*, «/, w ^ e ^ . . By (2.14), we get F(to'+Atυ", c)=F(w', c) and hence
F(Aw", c)=0. Since c is arbitrary, we get Aw"=0 for any element w" of an
open subset of Cm~k. Thus ^4=0. Therefore we get
(2.15) § , = ^i+i.H+i
0
and S, =
0
0
Since ^ is holomorphically equivalent to a bounded domain in Cm+1 and
any bounded domain in Cm+1 is hyperbolic in the sense of Kobayashi [4], 3) is
hyperbolic. Since ^v~i ^s a complex submanifold of 3)y it is also hyperbolic.
Thus iDv^i is a hyperbolic circular domain in Qm~k containing the origin 0. By
§.1, we have that Aut
o
(iSv^) is a Lie group and its isotropy subgroup .Kv^ a t
0 G 3)^~Ϊ is compact. Moreover ϋΓ^ /^ ϊ is a subgroup of GL{m—ky C) by Theorem
B. Let ϊv=ϊ be the subalgebra of Q{3)y/zr
x
) corresponding to -Kv^ Now we
claim that I^/zi can be identified with δ^ . By (2.15) we can identify 5 2 with
a subgroup of K^/zr
x
. Conversely, let K°^/τn be the identity component of Ky/zrι
and take an arbitrary element g^K°y/z^. Put g—\c) )> where 1 — 1
Λ+1. Then
we can easily see that g leaves 3) invariant by (2) of Theorem 1, and hence g
defines a holomorphic transformation of 3) and g^S2 by (2.15). Thus K°^/=i
can be identified with S2 in a natural way. In particular, ίv^ΐ is a semi-simple
Lie algebra. On the other hand, ϊy/z^ contains a nonzero element 8"=
\/ — 1 2 w
a
 induced by the global one-parameter subgroup w/'i—»£V ιtw"
and obviously 9" belongs to the center of ϊv=ΐ. This is a contradiction.
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Suppose next k=0. Then we can show as above that the Lie algebra
^ί is identified with the semi-simple Lie algebra
KerΠ =
0 o l f f l
On the other hand, ϊv^i contains a nonzero element 9 / =\/ — 1 2 w
Λ
 belong-
«i dw
ing to the center. This is a contradiction.
Therefore k=m> and we complete the proof.
3. The structure of Aut
q.e.d.
The purpose of this section is to consider the structure of the group of all
holomorphic transformations of a generalized Siegel domain 3) in CxCm with
exponent 1/2 and dim
Λ
 8_1/2= 2k for some k> Otίk^m.
In this section we use the following notations. For a point
δ
 = '(**, define ||g||
Put
lk
0
0
1 0
and
SU(k+ί, 1) =
For each element 7 = (
 c
 J){
bk+1) and c=(cu •••, ck+1), we p u t
(3.1)
, l)nSL(k+2,C).
9 1), where i4=(*.v)i£.\y**+i> 6 = ^ ,
y, 2aj2i 2aj3, .
2r2, 2c3J ...,
= v / = Π : ( ί y - α y i ) and
fory=l,2, -
It is easy to see that £/(&+l, 1) coincides with all matrices ( λ^GL{k-\-2,C)
of the form ΆA—fά:=l
Λ+1, 'bb— | r f | 2 = — 1 and '6^4—Jc=Oltik+1. From this,
we get
(3.2) | C 8 + j | 2 _ | | ^ 5 + b | | 2 = 1 _ | | 8 | | 2
for any f ,JGΪ7(Λ+1, 1) and any jeC*+ 1, by an easy computation.
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Now we consider the group Aut {£) of all holomorphic transformations of
the elementary Siegel domain
6= .s-Σ \wJ2>0} .
The elementary Siegel domain 6 is holomorphically equivalent to the unit open
ball &= {i=*(zι, —, zk+1)(=Ck+1\ HslKl}. In fact, the biholomorphic isomor-
phism φ: Q-^Ά is given by
(3.3) z1 = ( * - χ / - l )
for7=2, 3, •••, Λ+l. It is well-known that the group Aut0 (J3) can be identified
with the simple Lie groupSU(k+l, 1)and each element Ύ=\\ j ) e SU(k+1,1)
acts on iδ by the holomorphic transformation &y: 51—>(^ 4g+b)(cgH-^ )~1. Define
ψ?=φ- 1 .σ
γ
 φ for each 7GSC/(Λ+1, 1). Then it is obvious that Ψ? defines a
holomorphic transformation of G. By a direct calculation, we see that the
action of ψ° on <? is given by
and arefor ;=l , 2, - , k, where Z='(«, wlf - ,
defined by (3.1).
Let ^°v=ϊ be the identity component of the isotropy subgroup of Aut(it5v=ϊ)
at the origin O e ^ v d . We define a mapping ψ
γ > i f : £)oxCm~k-^β0XCm~k for
each γ<=SU(k+l, 1) and K<=K°y/=ϊ as follows:
./3
Ψ-y
for ; = 1,2, . » ,* .
2y/^T(C(7)Z+Z)(7))-'
for Z='(«, wM - , » , ) e ϋ , and PΓ='(wJH.1> - , u J e C " " 1 . Since .©„= {(*, w,,
- , wk, 0, —, 0)GCxCm | Im.2:—Σ |wΛ |2>0}=<?, Ψγ,* is a well-defined holo-
Λ = l
morphic mapping of ^}
o
xCM~k into itself.
Now we can state Theorem 2.
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Theorem 2. Let Ψ
ΊtK\ ^oxC
m
~
k
-^W
o
xCm-k be the holomorphic mapping
defined as above. Then ΨftK induces a holomorphic transformation of 3)y and
moreover any holomorphic transformation of 3) belonging to the identity component
of Aut (3)) is of this form, i.e.,
Aut
o
(3)) = {Ψy,
κ
\Ύ^SU(k+lf 1),
Proof. Let (#, wl9 •••, wm) be the coordinates system in CxCm defined in
Theorem 1. We put «/=(wl9 - , wh), t0"=(tok+l, - , wm) and \\w'\\=(±\wjψ>
Λ = l
as before. First we claim that each element Ψ?eAut
o
(£)=Aut
o
(i2)o) can be
extended to a holomorphic transformation of 3). We consider the following
mappings:
Γ - 2V~l(C(
Ύ
)Z+D(
Ύ
)rw
s
a,
for s=k+l, k+2, •», m. Put Ψ?='(Ψ° ι, ••-, ψ°*+1). We shall show that
(3.4) (>
for any (z, w)=('Z, wk+1, •••, wm)^M>.
Put (ΨΪ(Z))
w
=(Ψϊ2(Z), —, ψ° k+1(Z)). If we show the following two con-
ditions
(3.5) Im. ψn^)- | i (Ψ?^))JI 2 >0 and
(3.6) (Im. ψn^H
where fi?'=(ϋ)k+1, •••, wm)y then (3.4) will follow from Theorem 1. The con-
dition (3.5) is obvious, since Ψ? is a holomorphic transformation of 3)Q. By-
routine calculations, we get
Im.Ψ$ (2)-|l(Ψ!(2))JI2
ί\ -(C(<r)Z+D(>γ))-ι.{L1(<r)Z+B1(>y))\> '
and hence
I C(7)Z+D(
Ύ
)I •( !-
where Θ(Z, 7) = -arg. {l-(Of)Z+D(<γ))-ι'(L1('/)Z+BJiy))}
-arg. (C(y)Z+D(Ύ))+πl2.
Let φ be the biholomorphic isomorphism defined in (3.3) and put j =
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Then we get
C(y)Z+D(y) = (z+
s
/-l)(c^+d) and
• 7 = 1
Hence it follows from (3.2) that
2w
s
IC(
Ύ
)Z+D(Ύ)I .(1-Σ\(C(
Ύ
)Z+D(7))-^(LJ(J)Z+BJ(7))\ψ>
j = l
Moreover it is easy to check that l — \\%\\2=4\z+χ/~::A\-2(Im.z—\\w'\\2). Thus
we get
and hence
(Im.Ψ°yΛ(Z)-\\(Ψ0y(Z))w\\2yv2-w'' = «V=Ί (^r)(im^_||w/||2)-V2.w//.
Since (Im.z—\\w'\\2)-1/2.to"eil)x/zr1 and ^ v ^ τ is circular, we get (lm.Ψ°Λ(Z)
— \\W{Z))
w
\\2γι/2-wff ^3)^/—^ Therefore we have (3.4). By (3.4), we can define
a mapping Ψy: S)->3) by
(3.7) Ψ 7 : ( % < )
It is easy to see that this mapping Ψy is an extension of Ψ? if we verify the
follwiwng relation
(3.8) Ψγ2 ψ * i = Ψf^ for any yly j2£ΞSU(k+ly 1).
For this, consider a mapping φ: {z^C\Im.z>0} χCm-*Cm+ι defined by
(3.9) «» = < * - N / = : ϊ ) ι ~ " ~
for7=2, 3, •••, m + 1 . Note that the restriction φ: 3)0->Cm+1 is nothing but the
biholomorphic isomorphism φ: <3)0->J$ defined in (3.3). Since Im.#>0 if
(z, w)£zS) by Lemma 1, it is easy to check that φ is injective and holomorphic on
3). Thus φ defines a biholomorphic isomorphism of 3) onto the image domain
j£: =${3)) in Cm+1. Now we define a holomorphic mapping &
Ί
\ έBxCm~k->Cm+1
for each <y=(^ J)eSt/(A+l, 1) by
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where J ^ ί S and § / = ί (^ + 1 , • ••, / + 1 ) G C * " * . Then by direct calculations we get
φ(Ψy(z, w)) = σ-y(φ(z, w)) for all (#,
From this fact, the verification of (3.8) has reduced to verify the following
relation
(3.10) <χ
v
tfYi = ^ for any yl9 72<=SU(k+l, 1).
But (3.10) follows from the relation tAA-ta=lk+ly <bb- \d\2=-l and *bA-dz
= 0 , which is satisfied for any ί , J e U(k-\-l, 1). Therefore we have showed
that each element ψy<=AutQ(3)0) can be extended to the element Ψ γ GAut 0 (^)
defined by (3.7). Next, taking an element K^K°y/=i, we define a mapping
$ k by
: (% w") *
which is nothing but the mapping ΨV>A- defined as before. Then, by using the
expression of 3) as in Theorem 1, we can see easily that Ψ 7 J Γ defines a holomor-
phic transformation of 3). Moreover the subset {ψY ) j f i Γ |γe£t/(A+l, 1), Ke
K°^/z^} of Aut
o
(iZ)) has the structure of real Lie transformation group of 3) with
dimension equal to dim SU(k-\-l, l)+dim KQ^z\. It remains to show that this
Lie group coincides with Aut
o
(iZ)). We denote by 3u(&+l, 1) (resp. ϊv=ϊ) the
Lie algebra of SU(k-{-ly 1) (resp. of K0y/ni). We claim the following equality
(3.11) dim g(^) = dim
If we show (3.11), then it is obvious that Aut
o
(3))={Ψy,
κ
\Ύ^SU(k+ly 1),
K^KOyy=ϊ}. Let Π : Q(3))->Q(3}0) be the homomorphism defined in Corollary
3. Let Q(3))=§-{-T be a Levi-decomposition of g(i2)), where x denotes the
radical of g(iZ)) and § denotes a maximal semi-simple subalgebra of Q(3)). Put
§2=KerΠfΊ3. Then 32 is an ideal of §. Thus there exists an ideal δx of
§ such that 2=^+^ (direct sum). Since Q(3)0) is a simple Lei algebra
isomorphic to §n(k-\-l, 1) and Π is surjective, it follows that Π W = 0 , i.e.,
r c K e r Π Hence we get g(^)=§i+KerΠ (direct sum) and ^ is isomorphic
to §iί(Λ+l, 1). Since KerΠ^:g0 by the proof of Corollary 3, we see that [g_i+
g_1/2, KerΠ]=0. From this fact we can show in the same way as in the proof
of Corollary 4 that KerΠ is identified with £/=!• Thus we get the equality
(3.11) and Theorem 2 is proved. q.e.d.
4. Examples and remarks
Given an integer k such that O^k^m, AΦw-1, there is an example of the
generalized Siegel domain 3) in CxCm with exponent 1/2 and dim
Λ
 g_1/2=2A.
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Indeed we have the following examples.
EXAMPLES. Let k be an integer as above and p a positive integer different
from 2. Put
Obviously S) ^ =\ is a bounded Reinhardt domain in C""~*. For this domain
jz^, we define a domain S) in CxCm as follows:
3) = {(*,»„ .. ,w.)eCxC-|Im.*-έl«'-l2>0,
Λ = l
( I Σ 2 / 2 ^
where w"=(wk+ι, •••, ^ m ) . The domain 3) is also expressed as follows:
3) = {(z,wl9 . ; t o u ) ± f
We shall show that 3) is a desired example. It is easy to see that 3) satisfies the
condition (2) of the definition of the generalized Siegel domain with exponent
1/2. Moreover the mapping φ defined in (3.9) gives a biholomorphic isomor-
phism of 3) onto the bounded Reinhardt domain
SL= {(z\ - ) | Σ I l ( Σ !
Λ = l β=l
in Cm+1. Thus 3) is a generalized Siegel domain in CxCm with exponent 1/2.
Now we show that dimR Q.1/2=2k. First we recall that the group Auto (51)
consists of all transformations of the following type (cf. [6], [8]):
where (^ J ) e t / ( Λ + 1 , l ) , ί p e Λ and 2='(«1, - , «*+1). Note that we can
replace U(k+1, 1) by SU(k+l, 1) in (4.1), because any element g^U(k+l, 1)
can be written in the ίorm.g=e^/ZZΪΘ gQ for suitable Θ^R and go&SU(k-\-ly 1).
Hence we get
(4.2) Auto(5i).O= {(z\ - , ^ + 1 , 0 , ..
Since Aut
o
(5))=φ-1 Aut
o
(5i).φ) (4.2) implies that
From this fact, we can conclude that dim
Λ
 Q_
ι/2=2k.
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REMARK 1. In the case where n^2> the analogy of Theorem 1 is not true
in general. In fact we have the following example. Let
3) = {(z1,z2,w1,w2)<=C2xC2\lm.z1—\w1\2—\w2\2>0, Im.z2—Re(w1w2)>0} .
Then 3) is a generalized Siegel domain in C2xC2 with exponent 1/2 and dim
Λ
g_1/2—2, more precisely
(4.3) g_ 1 / 2= \2\Z-icwr-
v \JZγ \JZ2 U%ϋγ
We shall sketch the proof of this fact. First 3) is a generalized Siegel domain
with exponent 1/2. In fact, 3) is contained in the domain
and 3)' is holomorphically equivalent to a bounded domain in C4. Next we
shall show that dim
Λ
 g_1 / 2=2. For given ίGC, AutQ(3)) contains the global
one-parameter subgroup
This global one-parameter subgroup induces a holomorphic vector field
X
c
=2χ/— \cw
ι
-—+y/—\cw2-—\-c—- belonging to g_1/2.. Thus dimΛ g_1/2
oz1 oz2 όw1
^ 2 . Suppose that dim^ g_1 / 2=4. Then we can show in the same way as in
the proof of Proposition 5.1 of Vey [9] that 3) is a Siegel domain of the second
kind, and 3) can be expressed as follows:
£> = {(z^z^w^w^^C'xC'llm.z^F^w^O, Im.z2-F2(w,w)>0}
where w=(w1,w2) and F=(F1,F2) is a {x^R\x>0} X {x^R\x>0}— hermitian
form. Hence F^w, w)^0 and F2(w> w)^0 for any w^C2. On the other hand,
if we take a point (3, 0, — 1 , 1 ) G S , then Im.0- jP 2 ( (- l , 1), ( - 1 , l ) )>0 and
hence F2({— 1, 1), (—1, l ) )<0. This is a contradiction. Thus we get 2 g d i m Λ
fl-i/2^4- Hence dim
Λ
 g_1 / 2=2. By (4.3), we can see that there exists no non-
singular linear mapping X3: C2XC2->C2XC2 satisfying the conditions stated in
Lemma 4.
REMARK 2. Let (#, w) be a coordinates system in CxC and 5) a genera-
lized Siegel domain in CxC with exponent c>0. Then we can show in the
same way as in the proof of Theorem 1 that 3) can be expressed as follows:
3)= {(z,w)eΞCxC\Im.z-A\w\1/c>0}
where A is a positive real number depending only on 3).
REMARK 3. Let 3) be a generalized Siegel domain in CxCm with exponent
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1/2 and diπiR g_i/2=2Λ, O^k^m. Then there is a natural Auto(iZ))-equivaπant
holomorphic imbedding of 3) into the complex projective space P
m+ϊ(C).
In order to show this fact, we may identify S) with the generalized Siegel
domain 3) as in Theorem 1. Let φ: 3)-^Ά be the biholomorphic isomorphism
defined in (3.9). Then jg is a domain in Cm+1 and the group Aut
o
(iS) consists
of all holomorphic transformations of the following type:
where j='(*\ - , * * + 1 ) , 8'='(«*+2, - ,a- + 1 ) , 7 = ( f J)eSC/(A+l,l) and
K^y/^ϊ. Note that K°y/=ΐ is a subgroup of GL(m—k, C). By using a homo-
geneous coordinate of P
m+1(C), we define a holomorphic imbedding /: Cm+lc->
P
m
ΛC) by
7: '(*», •••, «*+1, s*+2, - , 2M+1) h^ '(β1, »., x*+l, 1, zk+2, - , s"+ ι) .
Then it is easy to see that the restriction /: 3}^>P
m+x(C) defines an Auto(iS)-
equivariant holomorphic imbedding of J$ into P
m+1(C), where the holomorphic
transformation ΨV j K of i3 is extended to a projective transformation Ψ r x of
P
m+ι(C) induced by the matrix
(A b
C d
 ~GL(m+2,C).
0
0
K
Putting / = / φ, we get a desired Aut
o
(iZ))-equivariant holomorphic imbedding
/: <D^P
m+1(C).
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